a relation can be established, provided the functional symbols /, </ > are inverse to one another. For example, let / (a;) = sin x, then = arcsin £, and the two equations are g + C -* , , -, . . | 3 + _ T L_ ) ,_o. ,3,
The process consists in obtaining from (1) the second order equation satisfied by y x = dyldx, making a change of independent variable in (2), and comparing the resulting equations. Writing (1) in the form In (2) write £ = £(£)> £ being a new independent variable. Accents denoting differentiation with respect to £, we have
« ? -f S E + f*'«"-°-(5)
Equations (4) and (5) become identical in form if we make
The first of these conditions affirms an equivalence of functional symbols, which is satisfied if we make the functional symbols /, f identical. The second is dt, = <f>' (£) dg, that is, t, = (f> (£), the constant of integration being ignored. The functional symbol </> is thus the inverse of the functional symbol £, that is, the inverse of /.
2. Now, whatever function y 1 be of x in (4), ij will be the same function of £ in (5). Let us assume that we know the solution of (4) in the form yi = yi(x). . 
The solution of (1) is
and of (2), so that if (9) is known, we immediately have the form of y 1} and therefore (10).
Conversely, let us assume that we know the solution of (2) 
or Thus T? is obtained from y by differentiation, y from -q by integration. The integration in (11) introduces a third arbitrary constant, corresponding to the fact that (4) is of the third order as an equation in y; and a relation between the three constants will be obtained by actual substitution in (1).
But, the relations between the two equations being reciprocal, the processes applied to them can be interchanged, and the superfluous constant need not arise.
3. If (1), (2) are replaced by Riccati equations, there will likewise be a relation between the solutions of these. If for example we write b = -^f, P = -±-%
V dx rj d£
(1), (2) yield £ * ) ,
